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About This Game

Doodle God is an addicting puzzle & world building game where players use logic and ingenuity to create the entire universe.
Starting with the basic elements of earth, wind, fire and air players can build a world filled with locomotives, Dragons,

skyscrapers, Aliens and more. In Planet mode players will discover a challenging new way to develop the universe of their
dreams.

As you create elements watch the world come to life as new combinations create new elements, life-forms and objects that
propagate the planet's surface. But beware with great power comes great responsibility. Players need to be aware of unintended
consequences like a zombie plague and other catastrophes! Test your divine knowledge and challenge your friends online with
the new Tournament mode. Each time players successfully create a new item they’ll be rewarded with wit and wisdom from

some of the greatest philosophers and comedians of all time. Unleash your inner god with Doodle God™ for Steam!

More than 1000 detailed reviews in gaming press, including:
Metacritics list of Reviews - 75/100

It’s full of surprises and fun
Earth! Air! Fire! Water!... heart! - 4.5/5

Good for a short burst of creative insight - 80/100
Doodle God is buckets of fun for lots of reasons - 4.8/5

True genius behind Doodle God's alluring gameplay
Doodle God is a unique, bizarrely addictive game - 90/100

This unique game is highly recommended to everyone - 80/100
Outside-the-box thinking is the charm behind this beautifully designed game - 5/5
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Great Game, Gets more difficut later which is good. Real test of wit!. his game is simple and easy to pickup, it's a good way to
pass time, You'll keep wanting to come back for more. The graphics are great, the idea is fantastic, but the overall game is
poorly developed and seems like something the game maker developed on the trip to the grocery store. It doesn't seem like he
took the time to develop his idea before executing it like this. this game is very addicting, I just wish it had a little more to it
however.. For the times when you want to be mindless (random) and the times when you want to solve puzzles (guessing
combinations). Pretty and decent music.. Excelent game! Nice to break the head a bit with puzzles and being God for a while
feels good XD. Nice achievement of having all combinations, hard to do :v. It's not the fact that I don't agree with the price: It's
pretty fair compared to charging $10. It's the fact that I expected more than what I got from it. Because us users probably played
this on the mobile device before or web, so we know everything from it. I mean♥♥♥♥♥♥ they don't even have Doodle Devil
merged in with this one. That one was amazing!
I'm also giving it a down because the interface is really confusing for the while, but then it just become odd. Also the need to go
to the World view everytime you discover a key element. That gets annoying.
'sides, Doodle God? I could think of a better arcade-y type game to come out on steam for the same price... Cough cough, Clash
N Slash (hopeful). This is a game of trial and error... mix basic "elements" to create more complex elements, and so on, and so
on. Spoiler alert, there is no doodling involved! There is also no intuitivity (it that a word?) involved either. I found myself
waiting for the hint timer to recharge so I could move on, and after a while, the hints were not helpful as combinations became
so random that thay didn't make any sense. This game was good for 3.9 hours of trying to like it.. A phone game coverted to pc.
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Really good game to just play when you're bored. Ignore all of the people who are talking about micro-transactions: it asks you
if you want to turn them on in the options menu.. A total nonsensical game, but oh so enjoyable nonetheless!. Great educational
game. Made me learn a couple of things. Worth of playing.
. Very fun at first, but getting very tedious and boring after a while. A mobile port, little complexity. I'd, if ever, recommend
getting this as a mobile version.. Doodle God is a PC port of a classic, casual, mobile game. The goal of Doodle God is to
unlock "elements" by combining two previous elements already discovered. For example, you can combine Fire and Earth to
make Lava, and then use Lava to combine and unlock more elements.

To be clear, there is not a lot of depth to this game. You can continue to try and combine elements, use the hints, and just guess
your way to the end. There are however some clever jokes hidden into the combinations that will get a chuckle when you find
them. The elements will grow into fantasy and technological "elements" such as Dragons, Rockets, and Magic, so things do
escalate over time.

This game is not for you if you are expectating a grand experience, or a super deep simulator. This is a game best played on a
tablet, and can provide some hours of casual fun.

Achievement Quest: The achievements are annoying in this game, where you have to find every reaction in the game (some of
the elements have repeats). There are some guides online that have every reaction, so use that and work to find duplicates as
needed. If you use hints, you will have to repeat the main quest to get the achievements.. really addicting game.. once u start it u
have to collect more elements!

very simple and kinda fun....

play time and replayability is pretty huge

i do recommend it

. relaxing game to do while you listening to something.. https://youtu.be/fqH78-d7zmE

While not a religious person myself if there is a god and they are even a little like the god showed in this game it's pure proof
against intelligence design .

Starting with just the four basic elements start smashing them together to discover new elements. Then take those new elements
and smash them together, repeat this process finding newer and weirder combinations.

If there was a consistent logic to how the combinations were unlocked this could be a reasonable puzzle game, however after the
initial basic ones it all goes off the rails and becomes the the worst part of adventure games: combining stuff inside the
inventory.. Puzzle game, You combine elements to create stuff on your planet as well as various scenarios. Can be quite
relaxing.

Try new Doodle God Blitz Update - New Quest and Free Puzzle:
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Try new Wicked Witch Puzzle for free and get new DLC in New Content Bundle with 30% discount.
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https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/7498/Doodle_God_Blitz_New_Content_Bundle_30_OFF/. Doodle God: 8bit Mania is
near!:
Doodle God: 8bit Mania was a labor of love for our studio. We hope you enjoy the game as much as we enjoyed making it. We
are celebrating the launch on Friday with a special 30% off discount.

Check out the game! 
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. 
Doodle God Blitz released!:
Play best doodle game for free!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/625430. Doodle Mafia is coming next month!:
You can rule the city!
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. RedShell removed:
We didn't use it, anyways.. Unleash Your Dark Side!:
Discover the seven deadly sins and watch as the world crumbles at your fingertips as you create thousands of dastardly deeds.

Get Doodle Devil on May 25th.. Doodle God is Coming on 9/24!!!:
We are excited to let you know that we will be releasing Doodle God for Steam on September 24th. This will be the best version
of Doodle God ever with support for numerous Steam features including achievements, leaderboards and more! More info
coming soon!
. Join Doodle God Blitz release celebration weekend!:
Only this weekend you can play any Doodle Game nearly free!

Blink, and you miss it.
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